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A Sled Journey 
Back in Time

by David F. Pelly

T
he yelp of the dogs and the woosh
of the qamutik runners on the 
hard-packed snow signalled the 
departure of our small expedition 
across the Boothia Peninsula.  John 
Ukuqtunnuaq, Tom Aiyout, and Isaac 
Totalik, with their 32 dogs in three

teams, were taking us back to the land of their peo-
ple.  As with many people in Taloyoak, their roots lie
in Thom Bay, on the east coast of the Boothia
Peninsula, removed by 60km from the present town-
site.  With me on this trip back in time were John
Agnew, a journalist originally from Toronto who
moved to Yellowknife and joined this adventure “to
get a real feel for the North,” and Rupert Grey, a quin-
tessentially English barrister who has joined “expedi-
tions” in most of the world’s far-flung corners.

The journey took us up into the hills, across long
frozen lakes, through winding passages lined with ice-
coated rocky cliffs, past a cascading waterfall which
remains open all winter, and into the heart of the his-
tory of the Boothia.  It is as dramatic in its appear-
ance as it is in its storied past.

For generations, probably for centuries, Inuit lived
around Thom Bay for its abundant seals.  Running

with Aiyout’s dogs far out onto the sea ice, visibility
partially obscured by blowing snow, was like being
transported back in time.

The near whiteout suggested we were travelling on
an endless plain of drifted snow.  Aiyout pulled his
dogs up beside a clump of crusted snow.  Within min-
utes, the hunters found three breathing holes, prob-
ing the snow with an unarmed harpoon.  To the unini-
tiated they appear to search in a haphazard fashion;
in fact the hunter’s eye is reacting to the tiniest of clues
— a tiny pile of fox droppings, the scratch of a polar
bear’s claw on the hard-packed snow — indications to
the expert observer that a seal’s aglu is nearby.

Each hunter found an active aglu, and worked
quickly to set up for the hunt.  Each used a different
method to indicate when a seal was rising in the hole;
one of them simply lay a small swan feather over the
edge of a tiny hole in the snow cover above the aglu.
It would move, he said, when the seal exhaled.  The
men and their methods reflected a time long ago,
before the arrival of qallunaat (white men), when sur-
vival itself depended on such finely honed skills.

Watching them, and listening to Rupert Grey’s oh-
so-English observations, it was impossible not to imag-
ine what the first British explorer to visit the area must
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have thought when he encountered Inuit hunters like
these men.  Or indeed what they must have thought
of him.  When Captain John Ross arrived off the east
coast of Boothia Peninsula in 1829 on his ship the
Victory, an 85-ton paddle-steamer, the first experiment
with steam propulsion in the Arctic, he and his crew
were almost certainly the first qallunaat ever seen by
most Inuit in the area.  The attempt to use steam
machinery failed; Ross disembarked the boilers and
left them on the beach — pieces of them can be seen
there to this day.  In all likelihood, local Inuit found
a variety of uses for the smaller pieces of iron.  The
Victory spent that winter frozen in the ice at Felix
Harbour, just south of Thom Bay on the east coast of
Boothia, which Ross had named after the major spon-
sor of his expedition, Felix Booth, the wealthy manu-
facturer of Booth’s Gin.

On January 9, 1830, a group of about 30 Inuit men
approached the ship.  One can only imagine their
mix of trepidation and curiosity.  No European ship
had ever before been in these waters.  The Captain’s
nephew, James Ross, had acquired some limited abili-
ty in Inuktitut during a previous expedition, so on
this occasion he put it to good use.  Within a few min-
utes the Inuit had put aside their spears and knives,
the ship’s crew laid down their rifles, and the
strangers were engaged in friendly greetings.  The
relationship continued to warm as winter progressed.
Inuit visited the ship.  James Ross visited their camp,
about three kilometres away, where he found about
100 people living in 18 iglus.  The ship’s carpenter
built a wooden leg for one of the Inuit men, called
Tullachiu by the Englishmen, who had lost his left
leg.  Social visits and a mutually beneficial trade of
meat, fish and skin clothing for useful pieces of metal
and European tools became an almost daily part of
life.  The Englishmen began to learn from their Inuit
neighbours.  Hunting and travel methods were impor-
tant lessons, with future consequences for British
exploration.  In particular, the younger Ross was the
first explorer to adopt the use of the Inuit qamutik for
spring travel.  Captain Ross discovered that one man,
in particular, Ikmallik, had a far-reaching knowledge
of the land and was able to draw a map of the area,
hitherto uncharted by Europeans.

Based on that information, and some spring trips
with some of the local hunters — using a qamutik
made partly of frozen fish — which the younger James
Ross took across the peninsula first toward the pre-
sent site of Taloyoak, and then over the sea ice to the
northern tip of King William Island, the Captain
determined correctly that there was no sea passage to
the south of his position heading westward, that
Boothia was in fact a peninsula.  That meant the long-
sought clue to the Northwest Passage must be some-
where to the north of the Boothia.  He decided to sail
north that summer.  But, as is still often the case in
those waters, the ice never left completely, and
Captain Ross was unable to move the Victory north

until September, and then only
about six kilometres, before
settling in for another win-
ter at Sheriff Harbour,
still on the east coast 
of Boothia.

On James Ross’
spring trip (May 17 -
June 13, 1830) to King
William Island’s north-
ernmost point, he came
closer than any English
navigator before him to
correctly assessing the
Northwest Passage.  On this, and
most of his journeys by sled, he was
accompanied by the ship’s second mate, Thomas
Abernethy.  At their farthest point, where they built a
two-metre cairn on the ice-jammed west coast of King
William Island, he was only 400km from the point on
the mainland coast south of Victoria Island where
John Franklin’s 1821 map ended.  And he was very
close to the point where Franklin would lose his ships
and his life some years later.  Ross’ mistake, and that
of others after him, was in concluding that King
William was part of the mainland — not until they
realized that it was an island, with open water to the
south in summer, would they unlock the key to the
Northwest Passage.

The winter of 1830-31 passed uneventfully, though
much less pleasantly than the previous winter because
there were no Inuit camped nearby.  It was not until
spring that the ship’s crew encountered Inuit seal
hunters slightly farther north in Thom Bay.  Captain
Ross so valued the social contact with Inuit that he
wrote: “They were not only kind ... they were the cause
of kindness around them including ourselves.”  Clearly
the Inuit contributed as much to the social well-being

When Captain
John Ross arrived
off the east coast
of Boothia
Peninsula in 1829
on his ship the
“Victory”, an 85-ton 
paddle-steamer,
the first 
experiment with
steam propulsion
in the Arctic, he
and his crew were
almost certainly
the first 
“qallunaat” ever
seen by most 
Inuit in the area.
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of the explorers as they did to the physical
sustenance needed to keep them alive.

It was late again this summer, August
28, when the Victory was eventually freed
from the ice.  Ross sailed her about 25km
farther north before an encounter with an
iceberg crippled the ship, and the crew
sought shelter in Victoria Harbour, in the
north east corner of the mouth of Thom
Bay, so named by Ross after a senior mem-
ber of his crew, William Thom.  As the sea
froze again for the winter, it became clear
to captain and crew alike that they would
have to abandon the ship. 

That January, the first member of the
crew died; others weakened.  On May 29,
1832, John Ross, his nephew James Ross,
and their men abandoned the Victory, still
locked in ice, and began to walk north
along the east coast of Boothia, hauling
sleds and small boats loaded with what
food remained.  Their objective was a
cache of food and gear left on Somerset
Island at Fury Point (later Fort Ross) by an
expedition in 1825.  The half-starving
group of 22 men reached the cache on
July 1.  But they were still a long way from
the home they had left three years earlier.

Ross’ words, written earlier, must never
have seemed so apt: “To us, the sight of ice
was a plague, a vexation, a torment, an evil,
a matter of despair.”

Despite valiant efforts, the ice once
again prevented their escape, and as
October arrived they were making
arrangements to spend yet another winter
in the Arctic, their fourth.  The next sum-
mer, 1833, probably their last chance at
survival, the party successfully rowed and
sailed their three small boats toward
Lancaster Sound, north of Baffin Island,
where they encountered some whaling
ships on August 26.  They were taken on
board, and returned safely to England in
mid-October 1833, having completed one
of the most remarkable expeditions in the
history of British polar exploration.  Only
two men had died, despite the hardships.
The others owed their survival, and the
expedition’s success, in no small measure
to the assistance, advice and example of
the Netsilingmiut Inuit encountered in the
area of Thom Bay.

What happened to the Victory?
Abandoned in the ice, it soon became a
source of wood and iron for local Inuit.  It
is here that recorded history gives way to
the oral tradition.  According to the seal-
hunters I stood on the sea ice of Thom Bay
with, their grandparents remember seeing
the ship’s mast standing up above the ice
in winter, somewhere in the mouth of
Thom Bay, six or seven kilometres south of
Victoria Harbour.  For this to be true —
and there is no reason to doubt it — some-
time after the Englishmen abandoned the
ship, it must have drifted back out of
Victoria Harbour and then sunk in rela-
tively shallow water.  The mast, of course,
is no longer apparent.  And the Victory has
never been found.

With the departure of the Victory’s crew,
the Inuit of Thom Bay were left on their own
for some time before they again encoun-
tered qallunaat.  The next really significant
arrival in their region was the Roman
Catholic Church.  That visitation was more
permanent, to be sure; it marked the end of
an era for the Netsilingmiut, and the begin-
ning of the transition into modern times,
the times into which Ukuqtunnuaq, Aiyout,
and Totalik were born.

Regular contributor David Pelly’s account of the
history of the Thom Bay area on the Boothia
Peninsula will be continued in the next issue. 
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